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Selected Features of Yalálag Zapotec Morphology and Syntax: 
An Interim Summary 

 
• This handout highlights a few interesting patterns that have emerged so far in class and in 

the individual projects of certain students.  
 

• It is by no means an exhaustive collection of all the excellent work that everyone has 
done.  

 
1. Definite and Indefinite Nominals (Work by Kimberly Johnson) 
 
(1) Three Kinds of Nominals (DPs) in Yalálag Zapotec 
 
 a. Tu-Marked:  tu     bekw 
     one  dog    
 
 b. En-Marked:  beko’n 
     dog.DEF 
 
 c. Bare:   bekw ‘dog’ 
 
 
(2) Hypotheses on Tu-Marked and En-Marked Nominals   
 

a. Tu-Marked nominals are indefinite. 
b. En-Marked nominal are definite. 

 
 
 
(3) Introducing Discourse New Entities 
 
 As predicted by (2), only Tu-Marked nominals can introduce discourse-new entities. 
 

a. Context: We walk into the kitchen and see a strange dog there. We want to report 
its existence to our housemate. 

 
 b. (i) Da tu bekw lu ksina. 
   be one dog in kitchen 
   There’s a dog in the kitchen. 
 
  (ii) ?? Da beko’n  lu ksina. 
        be dog.DEF in kitchen        (Johnson Interview; 10/10/17) 
 

Comment: Sentence (3bii) is okay if the dog is already familiar, such as a dog that 
we own.  
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(4) Introducing Discourse New Entities 
 

a. Context: You walk outside and hear a bird singing. You wish to comment on this. 
 
 b. (i) Llul tu bindao 
   sing one bird 
   A bird is singing. 
 
  (ii) ?? Llul  bindao’n. 
        sing  bird.DEF  (Johnson Interview; 11/1/17) 
 
(4) Referring Back to Old Discourse Entities 
 
 As predicted by (2), only En-Marked nominals can refer back to discourse-old entities. 
 
 a. Context: 
  Da tu bekw na tu xid lu kwsin     kia’n… 
  be one dog and one cat in kitchen     POSS.1sg.DEF 
  There’s a dog and a cat in my kitchen… 
 
 b. (i) …Na beko’n  daba    llawba be’elh   kia’n. 
       and dog.DEF be.3NH   eat.3NH meat      POSS.1sg.DEF 
   … and the dog is eating my meat.      
 
  (ii) ?? …Na   tu bekw da    llaw  be’elh   kia’n. 
           and   a dog be    eat  meat      POSS.1sg.DEF 
  

Comment: Sentence (4bii) introduces a new dog. It’s a different dog eating the 
meat than the one in the kitchen. 

(Johnson Interview; 11/1/17) 
  
(5) Referring Back to Old Discourse Entities 
 
 As predicted by (2), En-Marked nominals must refer back to discourse-old entities. 
 
 a. Da  tu      bekw  lu   ksina na da    tu     bekw  lhaw  yo’n. 
  be   one   dog    in   kitchen and be    one   dog    front  house.DEF 
  A dog is in the kitchen and a dog is in front of the house. 
 
 b. ?? Da  tu      bekw  lu   ksina    na da   beko’n     lhaw    yo’n. 
       be   one   dog     in   kitchen  and be   dog.DEF  front    house.DEF 
 

Comment: The second sentence in (5b) sounds like you’re talking about the same dog, 
and so it sounds contradictory.  

 
(Johnson Interview; 10/25/17) 
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(6) Referring to Familiar Entities 
 

As predicted by (2), only En-Marked nominals can be used to refer to ‘universally 
familiar’ entities (including upon first mention in a discourse). 

 
 a. Bzu willen.   b. ?? Bzu  tu will 
  rose sun.DEF        rose  one sun 
  The sun rose.        A sun rose 
  

Comment: Sentence (6b) is okay if we’re in some sci-fi fantasy setting where there’s 
more than one sun.      

           (Johnson Interview; 10/16/17) 
 
(7) Maximality 
 

As predicted by (2), only Tu-Marked nominals can be used when talking about one from 
a set of entities. An En-Marked nominal must refer to the entire set of entities. 

 
a. Context:  One dog is in the road. Five other dogs are in the yard. You want to 

warn the driver about the dog in the road. 
 
 b. (i) Wekelho! Gana da tu bekw! 
   watch.out there be one dog 
   Watch out! A dog is there! 
 
  (ii) ?? Wekelho! Gana da beko’n! 
        watch.out there be dog.DEF 
       Watch out! The dog is there!            (Johnson Interview; 10/16/17) 
 
 
 
(8) Hypothesis on Bare Nominals 
 Bare nominals (1c) are obligatorily indefinite; they cannot be definite. 
 
 
(9) Introducing Discourse New / Referring to Discourse Old Entities 
 

As predicted by (8), bare nominals need not refer back to discourse-old entities. They can 
introduce discourse-new entities. 

  
 Da bekw lu ksina  na da bekw lhaw yo’n. 
 be dog in kitchen  and be dog front house.DEF 
  

Comment: This is acceptable, especially if you don’t know how many dogs there are. If 
you happen to know that there’s just one, you have to use tu ‘one/a’. 

                   (Johnson Interview; 10/25/17) 
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(10) Introducing Discourse New / Referring to Discourse Old Entities 
 
 a. Context: You walk outside and hear a bird singing. You wish to comment on this. 
  

b. Llul  bindao. 
  sing bird                (Johnson Interview; 10/25/17) 
 
(11) Introducing Discourse New / Referring to Discourse Old Entities 
 
 As predicted by (8), bare nominals cannot refer back to discourse-old entities.  
 
 a. Context: 
  Da tu bekw na tu xid lu kwsin     kia’n… 
  be one dog and one cat in kitchen     POSS.1sg.DEF 
  There’s a dog and a cat in my kitchen… 
 
 b. ?? …Na   bekw daba    llawba be’elh   kia’n. 
          and  dog  be.3NH   eat.3NH meat      POSS.1sg.DEF 
         (Johnson Interview; 11/1/17) 
 
 
(12) Some Complicating Data 
 
 a. Bare Nominal Used to Refer to ‘Universally Familiar Entity’? 
 
  Bzu will 
  rose sun 
  Comment: As acceptable as (6a); cf. (6b)            (Johnson Interview; 10/16/17) 
 
 b. Bare Nominal Used to Refer to Maximal Plurality of Dogs? 
 

(i) Context:  One dog is in the road. Five other dogs are in the yard. You want 
to warn the driver about the dog in the road. 

 
  (ii) ?? Wekelho! Gana da bekw! 
       watch.out there be dog (cf. (7bi)) 
    
  Comment:  (12bii) is acceptable if all the dogs are in the road. 
                   (Johnson Interview; 10/16/17) 
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(13) Scope of Tu-Marked Nominals With Respect to Negation 
 
 Tu-Marked nominals cannot scope below negation. It seems they must scope above it. 
 
 a. (i) Context:   No birds are singing. 
 
  (ii) ?? Bi      llul tu bindao. 
       NEG   sing one bird 
 

Comment:   (13aii) is acceptable if there’s two birds, and just one is singing. 
 
 b. (i) Context: No children were seen. 
 
  (ii) ?? Bi     blhelha tu bidao   (iii) Nutlhu  bidao    blhelha. 
       NEG    saw.1sg one child  no  child   saw.1sg 
         I saw no children. 
  (Johnson Interview 11/1/17) 
 
 
2. D-Linking and En-Marking (Work by Rodica Ivan) 
 
(14) Optional Appearance of En-Marking on Interrogative Pronouns 
 
 a. Nu bel libren?  b. Nu’n  bel libren? 
  who read book.DEF  who.DEF read book.DEF 
  Who read the book?   Who read the book? 
  (Ivan Interview; 10/10/2017) 
 
 
(15) Hypotheses on Bare and En-Marked Interrogative Pronouns 
 

a. Bare interrogative pronouns are possible in D-linked and non-D-linked questions. 
b. En-Marked interrogative pronouns are only possible in D-linked questions. 

 
 
(16) Only Bare Interrogative is Possible in Non-D-Linked Context 
 

a. Context:  You have a large class of students. You have no idea if any of the 
students have read this book.  

 
 b. Nu ba bel librni?  c. ?? Nu’n  bel libren? 
  who PERF read book.DEM      who.DEF read book.DEF 
  Who has read this book?  
 
 Comment: (16c) sounds odd because you have no idea who may have read it. 
       (Ivan Interview; 10/10/2017, 10/16/17) 
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(17) Only Bare Interrogative is Possible in Non-D-Linked Context 
 
 a. Context:  You have no idea what book Maria may have read. It could be any. 
 
 b. Bi libr bel Malhia’n?    c. ?? Bi’n  bel Malhia’n? 
  what book read Maria.DEF      what.DEF read Maria.DEF 
  What book did Mary read? 
 
(18) Both Bare and En-Marked Interrogatives Possible in D-Linked Contexts 
 

a. Context: I gave five students five authors to pick. I don’t know which students 
chose which authors, but I want to find out. 

 
 b. Nu bellhe?   c. Nu’n  bellhe? 
  who read.2pl   who.DEF read.2pl 
  Who did you all read?   Who did you all read?       
 
 d. Bi bel Malhia’n? e. Bi’n  bel Malhia’n? 
  what read Maria.DEF  what.DEF read Maria.DEF 
  What did Maria read?   What did Maria read? 
 
 e. Nu bel Aura?  f. Nu’n  bel Aura? 
  who read Aura   who.DEF read Aura 
  Who read Aura?   Who read Aura? 
 

(Ivan Interview; 10/23/17) 
 
 
 
(19) Complication: Competition with Nulhen ‘Which’ 
 

The empirical picture above is complicated by the fact that in some contexts, En-Marked 
interrogative pronouns compete with the interrogative determiner nulhen ‘which’. 

 
a. Context:  Everyone had to read one of two books (A or B). I want to know the 

book Maria read. 
 
 b. (i) ?? Bi’n    bel Malhia’n? 
        what.DEF read Maria.DEF 
 
  (ii) Nulhena bel Malhia’n? 
   which.DEM read Maria.DEF 
   Which of them did Maria read?  (Ivan Interview 10/16/17) 
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3. Negative Indefinites and Negative Movement (Work by Carolyn Anderson) 
 
(20) Negative Indefinites Must Undergo Fronting 
 
 a. (i) Bitbi  bdau Xhua’n. 
   nothing ate Juan.DEF 
   Juan ate nothing. 
 
  (ii) * Bdau     Xhua’n bitbi 
      ate     Juan.DEF nothing 
 
 b. (i) Nutlhu  bdau za’n. 
   nobody ate corn.DEF 
   Nobody ate the corn. 
 
  (ii) * Bdau     nutlhu za’n. 
      ate     nobody corn.DEF   
 

(Class Interview; 10/2/17) 
 

 
(21) The Focus of Negation Can – but Need Not – Undergo Fronting 
 
 a. Focus of Negation is Object 
 
  (i) Bi      bdau  Xhua’n      yeten.  Bexen   bdaube. 
   NEG  ate    Juan.DEF   tortilla.DEF tomato.DEF ate.3FAM 
   Juan didn’t eat the tortilla. He ate the tomato. 
 
  (ii) Yeten bi bdau Xhua’n. Bexen  bdaube 
   tortilla NEG ate        Juan.DEF  tomato.DEF ate.3FAM 
   Juan didn’t eat the tortilla. He ate the tomato. 
 
 b. Focus of Negation is Subject 
 
  (i) Bi      bdau  Xhua’n      yeten.  Malhia’n bdaube. 
   NEG  ate    Juan.DEF   tortilla.DEF Maria.DEF ate.3FAM 
   Juan didn’t eat the tortilla. Maria ate it. 
 
  (ii) Xhua’n      bi    bdau yeten.  Malhia’n bdaube. 
   Juan.DEF  NEG ate tortilla.DEF Maria.DEF ate.3FAM 
   Juan didn’t eat the tortilla. Maria ate it. 
 
 (Anderson Interview 10/18/17) 
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(22) The Form of Negative Indefinites 
 

Interrogative.Pronoun + (Optional Particle) + Interrogative.Pronoun 
 
 a. Nothing:  bibi   (bi ‘what’) 
     bitbi 
       
 b. Nobody:  nunu   (nu ‘who’) 
     nutnu (~nutlhu)     
     nuksnu (~nukslhu) 
       
 c. Nowhere:  gaga   (ga ‘where’) 
     gatga 
     (??) gaksga 
     gallga 
 
 (Anderson Interview 10/10/17) 
 
 Note: The ‘optional particles’ appearing in the negative indefinites – t, ks, ll – are all ones 

that can also optionally appear on the negation marker bi.  
 
 
4. Structural Differences in Clausal Complements (Work by Leah Chapman, Zahra 

Mirrazi, and Deniz Ozyildiz) 
 
In this section I want to review the properties of three rather different constructions, since they 
seem like they might provide diagnostics as to the ‘size’ of sentential structures in Yalalag: 

• The verb ze ‘stand’ used as a progressive auxiliary 
• Complement to the verbs gulall, llayal, nxhullulhe, yaslall – which seem to be non-finite 
• Complements to the verbs ne, nelhis, nestelhe, llun(lhis) (xbab) – which seem to be finite 

 
4.1 The Progressive Auxiliary Ze (Work by Zahra Mirrazi) 
 
(23) Generalization: 

When the verb ze ‘stand’ appears in the imperfective and precedes another verb in the 
imperfective, it does not contribute the meaning of ‘standing’. Instead, it seems to enforce 
a ‘progressive’ interpretation of the sentence. 

 
 a. Llawa  za’.  b. Zia  llawa za’. 
  eat.1sg  corn   stand.1sg eat.1sg corn 
  I eat corn.    I am eating corn. 
  I am eating corn.   (NOT: I eat corn) 
 
 Comment: You don’t actually have to be standing for (23b) to be true. 
 
 (Class Interview; 9/27/17) 
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(24) Generalization: 
When the verb ze ‘stand’ precedes another verb, but is in the perfective or is preceded by 
ba, then it must contribute the meaning of ‘standing’.  

 
 a. Bzia  llawa  za’n. 
  stood.1sg eat.1sg  corn.DEF 
  I stood eating corn. 
 
 b. Ba bzia  llawa  za’n. 
  PERF stood.1sg eat.1sg  corn.DEF 
  I stood eating corn. 
 
 c. Bzia  bdawa  za’n. 
  stood.1sg ate.1sg  corn.DEF 
  I stood eating corn. 
 
 d. Ba bzia  bdawa  za’n. 
  PERF stood.1sg ate.1sg  corn.DEF 
  I stood eating corn.     (Mirrazi Interview; 11/1/17) 
 
(25) Generalization: 

When the verb lli ‘sit’ appears in the imperfective and precedes another verb in the 
imperfective, it must contribute the meaning of ‘sitting’.  

 
 a. Llia llawa  za’n. 
  sit.1sg eat.1sg  corn.DEF 
  I’m sitting eating the corn.    (Mirrazi Interview; 11/1/17) 
 
 
(26) Key Hypothesis 
 
 There exist in Yalálag Zapotec two constructions which are very similar on the surface. 
 
 a. Positional Verb Construction:    Positional Verb + Second Verb 
         ‘To do <Second Verb> while <Positional Verb> 
 
 b. Progressive Auxiliary: Ze (~ imperfective of lexical verb ze ‘stand’) 
 
 

• The construction in (26a) can appear in any aspect (perfective, perfect, imperfective) 
 

• The auxiliary in (26b) can only appear in the imperfective. 
 

• It’s of course very likely that that the auxiliary (26b) historically developed from the 
construction in (26a) (just as similar auxiliaries developed in Germanic and 
Romance) 
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(27) Progressive Auxiliary Must Take Imperfective Complement 
 

* Zia  bdawa  za’n. 
    AUX.1sg ate.1sg  corn (cf. (23b))    (Mirrazi Interview; 11/1/17) 
 
(28) Progressive Auxiliary is Anomalous with Lexical Verb ‘Stand’ 
 
 a. Zia  kwit porten. 
  stand.1sg near door.DEF 
  I’m standing near the door. 
 
 b. * Zia  zia  kwit porten  
    AUX.1sg stand.1sg near door.DEF (Mirrazi Interview; 10/25/17) 
 
(29) Negation Must Precede the Progressive Auxiliary 
 
 a. (i) Bi zia  llawa  za’ 
   NEG AUX.1sg eat.1sg  corn 
   I’m not eating corn. 
 
  (ii) * Zia  bi llawa  za’. 
     AUX.1sg NEG eat.1sg  corn 
 
 b. (i) Kelhe zia  llawa  za’ 
   NEG AUX.1sg eat.1sg  corn 
   I’m not eating corn. 
 
  (ii) * Zia  kelhe llawa  za’. 
     AUX.1sg NEG eat.1sg  corn (Mirrazi Interview; 10/18/17) 
 
 
(30) Curious Fact: Clitic Matching with Auxiliary and Main Verb 
 

When the subject appears before the auxiliary ze, the main verb can have a clitic only if 
the auxiliary does. 

  
 a. Ze Xhua’n  llawbe  za’n. 
  AUX Juan.DEF eat.3FAM corn.DEF 
  Juan is eating the corn. 
 
 b. * Xhua’n ze llawbe  za’n. 
     Juan.DEF AUX eat.3FAM corn.DEF 
 
 c. Xhua’n  ze llaw  za’n. 
  Juan.DEF AUX eat  corn.DEF 
  Juan is eating the corn.    (Mirrazi Interview; 10/11/17) 
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(31) Possible Word Orders with Auxiliary and Main Verb 
 
 a. AUX S V O:  (See (30a) above) 
 
 b. S AUX V O:  (See (30c) above) 
 
 c. O AUX S V:  Za’n  ze Xhua’n  llawbe. 
     corn.DEF AUX Juan.DEF eat.3FAM 
     Juan is eating the corn. 
 
 d. AUX ADV V O: Zia  bezilhe  llawa  za’n. 
     AUX.1sg this.morning eat.1sg  corn.DEF 
     I was eating corn this morning. 
 
 (Mirrazi Interview; 10/18/17) 
 
(32) Impossible Word Orders with Auxiliary and Main Verb 
 
 a. Aux S O V:  * Ze Xhua’n  za’n  llawbe. 
       AUX Juan.DEF corn.DEF eat.3FAM 
 
 b. S Aux O V:  * Xhua’n ze za’n  llawbe. 
        Juan.DEF AUX corn.DEF eat.3FAM 
 
 c. Aux V S O:  * Ze llaw Xhua’n  za’n. 
       AUX eat Juan.DEF corn.DEF 
 
 d. O Aux V S:  * Za’n  ze llaw Xhua’n. 
        corn.DEF AUX eat Juan.DEF  
 
 e. Aux O S V:  * Ze  za’n  Xhua’n  llawbe 
       AUX corn.DEF Juan.DEF eat.3FAM 
 
 f. V S Aux O:  * Llaw  Xhua’n  ze za’n. 
        eat  Juan.DEF AUX corn.DEF 
 
 (Mirrazi Interview; 10/18/17) 
 
 
(33) Negative Indefinites Are Difficult to Front Over Progressive Auxiliary 
 
 a. Bitbi  llawa.  b. ?? Bitbi zia  llawa 
  nothing eat.1sg        nothing AUX.1sg eat.1sg 
  I’m not eating anything.  I’m not eating anything. 
 
 Comment: Anna prefers (33a) over (33b).  (Mirrazi Interview; 10/25/17) 
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(34) Interrogative Pronouns Must Front Over the Progressive Auxiliary 
 
 a. Bida’n   zio  llawo? 
  what.thing.DEF AUX.2sg eat.2sg 
  What are you eating? 
 
 b. * Zio  bida’n   llawo? 
     AUX.2sg what.thing.DEF eat.2sg  (Mirrazi Interview; 10/25/17) 
 
4.2 Non-Finite (Control?) Clauses (Work by Leah Chapman) 
 
In her work, Leah has been examining the properties of possible Control (non-finite) 
complements in Yalálag. The most data I have access to concerns the verb gulall ‘forget’. 
 
(35) Complement of Gulall ‘Forget’ Must be Future/Subjunctive/Non-Finite Form 
 
 a. Gulallbe gawbe  za’n. 
  forgot.3FAM eat.3FAM corn.DEF 
  He forgot to eat the corn. 
 
 b. * Gulallbe  bdaube  za’n. 
     forgot.3FAM ate.3FAM corn.DEF 
 

Note: (35b) cannot even mean that he forgot the fact that he ate the corn. For that, you 
must use a sentence like (35c)). 

 
 c. Bi zalhalla  cha bdawa  za’ naje. 
  NEG remember.1sg  if ate.1sg  corn yesterday 
  I didn’t remember whether I ate corn yesterday. 
 
 (Chapman Interview; 10/23/17) 
 
(36) Complement of Gulall ‘Forget’ Cannot Take Complementizer Ke ‘That’ 
 
 * Gulallbe    ke gawbe  za’n. 
    forgot.3FAM   that eat.3FAM corn.DEF 
    (cf. (35a))               (Chapman Interview; 10/23/17) 
 
(37) Complement of Gulall ‘Forget’ Cannot Contain Negation 
 
 a. (i) Bi gulallbe gawbe  za’n. 
   NEG forget.3FAM eat.3FAM corn.DEF 
   He didn’t forget to eat corn. 
 
  (ii) * Gulallbe  bi gawbe  za’n. 
      forget.3FAM NEG eat.3FAM corn.DEF 
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 b. (i) Kelhe gulallbe gawbe  za’n. 
   NEG forget.3FAM eat.3FAM corn.DEF 
   He didn’t forget to eat corn. 
 
  (ii) * Gulallbe  kelhe gawbe  za’n. 
      forget.3FAM NEG eat.3FAM corn.DEF 
 
 (Chapman Interview; 10/23/17) 
 
(38) Interrogative Pronouns Front From Complement of Gulall ‘Forget’  
 
 Bida’n   gulalla  gawa? 
 what.thing.DEF forgot.1sg eat.1sg 
 What did I forget to eat?             (Chapman Interview; 10/23/17) 
 
 
 
(39) Lexical Semantics of Gulall ‘Forget’ is Not ‘Failed to Remember Proposition’ 
 

• In English, there’s a pretty clear lexical semantic difference between when ‘forget’ 
takes an infinitive complement (39a) and when ‘forget’ takes a finite future 
complement (39b). 
 

• One illustration of this is that only the latter can take a future-oriented adverb in its 
complement. 

 
 a. Dave forgot to eat corn (*tomorrow). 
 b. Dave forgot that he will eat corn (tomorrow). 
 

• In Yalálag, gulall seems to have the meaning of ‘forget’ in (39a). When gulall is 
(past) perfective, its complement cannot contain kwlle (39c). Instead, a different verb 
must be used (39d). 

 
 c. * Gulalla zu za’ gawa  kwlle. 

     forget.1sg ?? corn eat.1sg  tomorrow 
 
 d. Bi jadinlhalla  zu za’ kia  gawa   kwlle. 
  NEG remember.1sg  ?? corn POSS.1sg eat.1sg   tomorrow 
  I didn’t remember that I will eat corn tomorrow. 
 

Note: It is possible to OV order in the complement of jadinlhall ‘remember’ (39d), but it 
was felt not to be good for gulall ‘forget’ (39c). 
 
(Chapman Interview; 10/30/17) 
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(40) Curious Fact: Clitic Matching with Gulall and the Complement Verb 
 

When the subject appears before the verb gulall ‘forget’, the complement verb can have a 
clitic only if gulall does. This is akin to the behavior of auxiliary ze in (30). 

  
 a. Gulall  Xhua’n  gawbe  za’n. 
  forgot  Juan.DEF eat.3FAM corn.DEF 
  Juan forgot to eat the corn. 
 
 b. * Gulall Xhua’n  gaw  za’n. 
     forgot Juan.DEF eat  corn.DEF 
 
 b. (?) Xhua’n gulallbe gawbe  za’n. 
       Juan.DEF forgot.3FAM eat.3FAM corn.DEF 
  Juan forgot to eat the corn. 
 
 c. * Xhua’n gulall  gawbe  za’n. 
     Juan.DEF forgot.3FAM eat.3FAM corn.DEF 
 
 d. Xhua’n  gulall gaw za’n. 

Juan.DEF forgot eat corn.DEF 
  Juan forgot to eat the corn.      
 

(Chapman Interviews; 10/16/17, 10/23/17)  
 
 
 
(41) Some Other Possible Non-Finite (Control?) Complements 
 
 a. Llayal ‘Must’:  Llayal    gawllo gixkwa’n. 
     must    eat.1pl.INC leafy.greens.DEF 
     We should/must eat leafy green vegetables. 
 
 b. Bni ‘Difficult’: Bi naktk bni  we’llo  za’. 
     NEG is.?? Difficult cook.1pl.INC corn 
     It’s not difficult for us to cook corn. 
 
 c. Nxhullulhe ‘Dangerous’: Nxhullulhe nak gawllo  sete. 
      dangerous is eat.1pl.INC quickly 
      It’s dangerous for us to eat quickly. 
 
 d. Gull ‘Tell’: Gull Xhua’n  nada  gawa  za’n. 
    told Juan.DEF 1sgPRO eat.1sg  corn.DEF 
    Juan told me to eat the corn. 
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 e. Yaslhall ‘Hope’: Yaslhallbe gawbe  za’n. 
     hope.3FAM eat.3FAM corn.DEF 
     He hopes to eat the corn. 
 
 f. Llawelhe ‘Like’: Llawelhebe gawbe  za’n. 
     likes.3FAM eat.3FAM corn.DEF 
     He likes to eat corn. 
 
 (Chapman Interviews; 10/16/17, 10/23/17) 
 
4.3 Finite Complement Clauses (Work by Deniz Ozyildiz) 
 
The complements of the verbs ne ‘say’, nelhis ‘think’, nestelhe ‘know’, llun(lhis) (xbab) ‘think’, 
llaje ‘think’ seem to have very different properties from the complements of gulall ‘forget’ 
(Section 4.2) and from the construction with the progressive auxiliary ze (Section 4.1). 
 

• The constellation of properties below suggests that these complements are ‘bigger’ – 
more like finite complement clauses – than the previous two constructions. 

 
(42) Distinguishing Features of the Complement of Ne ‘Say’ 
 
 As shown in the sentences below, the complement of ne ‘say’ can: 

• Be perfective. 
• Take the complementizer ke 
• Allow both OVS and SVO word order 

 
a. Ne  Malhia’n ke beko’n  bdau be’elhen. 
 says/thinks Maria.DEF that dog.DEF ate meat.DEF 
 Maria says/thinks that the dog ate the meat. 
 

 b. Ne  Malhia’n ke be’elhen bdau beko’n. 
 says/thinks Maria.DEF that meat.DEF ate dog.DEF 
 Maria says/thinks that the dog ate the meat. 

 
c. Malhia’n bne ke bekona’n  bdau belelhen. 
 Maria.DEF said that dog.DEM.DEF ate meat.DEF 
 Maria said that that dog ate the meat. 

 
Note: Ne is only able to express ‘thinks’ for humans. Thus, under this usage, it’s most 
likely simply the generic/habitual form of ‘say’ (e.g., “Mary says that the dog ate it.”) 

 
 d. ?? Ne  xhiden  ke beko’n  bdau be’elhen. 
      says  cat.DEF that dog.DEF ate meat.DEF 
 

(Ozyildiz Interviews; 10/13/17, 10/20/17) 
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(43) Distinguishing Features of the Complement of Nelhis ‘Think’ 
 

As shown below, the complement of nelhis ‘think’ can: (i) be perfective, (ii) take the 
complementizer ke, and (iii) allow both OVS and SVO word order 

 
a. Nelhis Malhia’n ke bekw kiana’n   bdau be’elhen. 
 thinks Maria.DEF that dog POSS.DEM.DEF ate meat.DEF 
 Maria thinks that that dog of mine ate the meat. 

 
 b. Lhauze  nelhis Malhia’n ke belelhen bdauba. 
  however thinks Maria.DEF that meat.DEF ate.3NonHuman 
  But Maria thinks that the dog ate the meat. 
 

(Ozyildiz Interviews; 10/13/17, 10/27/17) 
 
(44) Distinguishing Features of the Complement of Nestelhe ‘Know’ 
 

As shown below, the complement of nestelhe ‘know’ can: (i) be perfective, and (ii) allow 
both OVS and SVO word order 

 
a. Nestelhe Malhia’n bekona’n  bdau be’elhe. 

  knows  Maria.DEF dog.DEM.DEF ate meat 
  Maria knows that that dog ate meat. 
 
 b. Lhauze  nestelhe   Malhia’n ke be’elhen bdauba. 
  However knows     Maria.DEF that meat.DEF ate.3NonHuman 
  However, Maria knows that it ate the meat. 
 

Note: Despite the presence of ke in (44b), Ana sometimes rejected it with nestelhe. 
 

c. * Nestelhe Malhia’n ke bekona’n  bdau be’elhe. 
     knows Maria.DEF that dog.DEM.DEF ate meat 
 
 (Ozyildiz Interviews; 10/20/18, 10/27/18) 
 
(45) Distinguishing Features of the Complement of Guklhe ‘Think’ 
 

As shown below, the complement of guklhe ‘think’ can: (i) be perfective, (ii) take the 
complementizer ke, and (iii) allow SVO word order.  

 
 Konka    guklhe Malhia’n ke bekona’n  bdau be’elhen. 
 PART    thinks Maria.DEF that dog.DEM.DEF ate meat.DEF 
 Mary thinks that the dog ate the meat. 
 
 (Ozyildiz Interview; 10/23/17) 
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(46) Distinguishing Features of the Complement of Llhun(lhize) (Xbab) ‘Think’ 
 

As shown below, the complement of llhun(lhize) (xbab) ‘think’ can: (i) be perfective, (ii) 
take the complementizer ke, and (iii) allow SVO word order.  
 
Llhunlhiza xbab ke beko’n  bdau be’elhen. 

 think.1sg ?? that dog.DEF ate meat.DEF 
 I think that the dog ate the meat.                      (Ozyildiz Interview; 10/20/17) 
 
(47) Long Distance Movement From the Complement of Llun(lhize) (Xbab) ‘Think’ 
 

When an interrogative pronoun is fronted from the complement of llhun(lhize) (xbab) 
‘think’ to a position before it, it must be followed by the element ka. 

 
 a. Gaklhe ka  llunlhize xbab  Malhia’n   wayunchau Lena’n  kamiona? 
  how    ??   thinks     ??       Maria.DEF fixed  Elena.DEF car.DEM 
  How does Maria think that Elena fixed the car? 
 
 b. Bixha   ka lluns  xbab Malhia’n ke bdau beko’n? 
  what??   ?? thinks ?? Maria.DEF that ate dog.DEF 
  What does Maria think the dog ate? 
 
 c. Bi ka xbab llunlhize Malhia’n ke bdau beko’n? 
  what ?? ?? thinks  Maria.DEF that ate dog.DEF 
  What does Maria think that the dog ate? 
 
 d. Nu ka llunhize xbab Malhia’n bdau be’elhen? 
  who ?? thinks    ?? Maria.DEF ate meat.DEF 
  Who does Maria think ate the meat? 
 
 e. * Bi xbab llunlhize Malhia’n ke bdau beko’n? 
    what ?? thinks  Maria.DEF that ate dog.DEF 
 
 (Ozyildiz Interviews; 10/20/17, 1023/17, 11/3/17) 
 
(48) Long Distance Movement from the Complement of Nelhis ‘Think’ 
 

When an interrogative pronoun is fronted from the complement of nelhis ‘think’ to a 
position before it, it must be followed by the element ka. 

 
 a. Bi ka nelhis Malhia’n bdau beko’n? 
  what ?? thinks Maria.DEF ate dog.DEF 
  What does Maria think the dog ate? 
 
 b. * Bi nelhis Malhia’n bdau beko’n. 
     what thinks Maria.DEF ate dog.DEF (Ozyildiz Interview; 11/2/17) 
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(49) Long Distance Negative Movement from the Complement of Llajle ‘Believe’ 
 

It is not possible to front a negative indefinite from the complement of llajle ‘believe’ to a 
position before it. (Adding the element ka has no effect). 
 
a. Bi llajle  Malhia’n nutnu  bd’in beko’n. 
 NEG believe  Maria.DEF nobody bit dog.DEF 
 Maria doesn’t think the dog bit anybody. 
 (~ Mary thinks the dog bit nobody) 

 
b. (i) * Nutnu llajle   Malhia’n bd’in beko’n. 

      nobody believe  Maria.DEF bit dog.DEF 
  

 (ii) * Nutnu ka     llajle  Malhia’n bd’in beko’n. 
      nobody ??      believe Maria.DEF bit dog.DEF 
  
 
(50) Summary of the Properties Verbal Complements Can Have 
 
 Key:  P1 = Verbal Complement Can be Perfective 
   P2 = Verbal Complement Can Take Complementizer Ke 
   P3 = Verbal Complement Can Have SVO or OVS Order 
   P4 = Interrogative Pronouns Can LD Front without Ka 
   P5 = Negative Indefinites Can Undergo LD Fronting 
   P6 = Curious ‘Clitic Matching’ Pattern (30), (40) 
 
   Ze = Progressive Auxiliary Construction 
   Gulall = Complement of gulall ‘forget’ 
   Ne = Complement of ne ‘say’ 
   Nelhis = Complement of nelhis ‘think’ 
   Nestelhe   = Complement of nestelhe ‘know’ 
   Guklhe      = Complement of guklhe ‘think’ 
   Llhun = Complmeent of llun(lhize) (xbab) ‘think’ 
   Llajle = Complement of llajle ‘think’ 
 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
Ze NO ?? NO Yes Yes (?) Yes 

Gulall NO NO NO (?) Yes ?? Yes 
Ne Yes Yes Yes ?? ?? ?? 

Nelhis Yes Yes Yes NO ?? ?? 
Nestelhe Yes Yes Yes ?? ?? ?? 
Guklhe Yes Yes Yes ?? ?? ?? 

Llun Yes Yes Yes NO ?? ?? 
Llajle Yes ?? Yes ?? NO ?? 

 


